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About Release Notes
Apttus Release Notes contain the following information about this release:
Packages that are required to upgrade to this release
System Requirements and Supported Platforms: Information pertaining to the requirements
and recommendations you must consider before you proceed with the installation.
Feature Summary: high-level descriptions of new features and enhancements to existing
features, with links to Get Started topics to help you set up and use the new feature or
enhancement
Resolved Issues
Known Issues

This documentation may contain descriptions of software features that are optional and
for which you may not have purchased a license. As a result, your specific software
solution and/or implementation may differ from those described in this document. Please
contact your CSM or AE for information on your specific features and licensing.
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Packages
The following packages and dependent packages are required to upgrade to this release. The
packages marked as (New) are new packages for this release and must be installed to upgrade to
this version.
Product

Latest Certified Version (Name | Number)

Apttus Billing Management (New)

4.5.0110 | 4.110

Apttus Quote/Proposal-Configuration Integration

9.8.0223 | 9.223

Apttus Configuration & Pricing

10.3.1298 | 10.1298

Apttus CPQ API

9.3.0067 | 9.67

Apttus Quote/Proposal-Asset Integration

6.5.0014 | 6.14

Apttus Proposal Management

8.2.0148 | 8.148

Apttus Contract Management

8.5.0377 | 8.377
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System Requirements and Supported
Platforms
Apttus Billing Management is native to Salesforce platform. If your browser supports Salesforce
Classic view, you will have no compatibility issues running the Apttus Billing Management.

Browser Support
Salesforce Classic view is compatible with the following browsers:
Microsoft® Internet Explorer® versions 9, 10, and 11
Apple® Safari® versions 5.x, 6.x, and 7.x on Mac OS X
Microsoft® Edge for Windows® 10.
The most recent stable versions of Mozilla® Firefox® and Google Chrome™ are also supported.
Please verify your browser versions before installing the Billing package.
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Feature Summary
This release introduces the following updates.
Callback Interface to email Invoices to a custom set of contacts
Callback Interface to email Credit Memos to a custom set of contacts

Callback Interface to email Invoices to a custom set of
contacts
A new callback class is introduced to deliver Invoice emails along with an attachment to a custom
set of contacts.This functionality allows you to override the contact information mentioned in the
Account Location or Account.
You can add your custom logic in a new Apex class and specify the class name in Billing Custom
Classes > Email Invoice Attachment Callback Class.

Get Started
For details on Email Invoice Attachment Callback Class, refer to Email Invoice Attachment
Callback Class.

Callback Interface to email Credit Memos to a custom set of
contacts
A new callback class is introduced to deliver Credit Memo emails along with an attachment to a
custom set of contacts.This functionality allows you to override the contact information mentioned
in the Account Location or Account.
You can add your custom logic in a new Apex class and specify the class name in Billing Custom
Classes > Email Credit Memo Attachment Callback Class.
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Get Started
For details on Email Credit Memo Attachment Callback Class, refer to Email Credit Memo
Attachment Callback Class.
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Resolved Issues
The following table represents issues resolved in this release.
Case
Number

Description

Apttus
Internal
ID

Billing v4.109
209678

While initiating Invoice Runs, inactive templates were also available in the
Override Template picklist to choose from.

BIL1384

This issue is now resolved. Only active templates are available in the O
verride Template picklist while initiating Invoice Runs.
Cancellation of an asset with a fractional selling term and Price Type as
One Time created billing schedule with an incorrect net price.

BIL1393

This issue is now resolved. Cancellation of an asset with a fractional selling
term and Price Type as One Time gives the correct net price.
216200

When a user tried asset operations such as amendments or cancellations
with an option product, Billing Management system gave an error. The
error was observed especially in a case when the billing admin had
selected Do Not Create Informational in the Billing Preference.

BIL1400

This issue is now resolved. You can perform asset operations such as
amendments or cancellations with an option product with Do Not Create
Informational selected in the Billing Preference.
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Known Issues
There are no known issues in this release.

Apttus Copyright Disclaimer

Copyright © 2017 Apttus Corporation (“Apttus”) and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
No part of this document, or any information linked to or referenced herein, may be
reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying,
recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, without the prior written consent of
Apttus. All information contained herein is subject to change without notice and is not
warranted to be error free.
This document may describe certain features and functionality of software that Apttus makes
available for use under a license agreement containing restrictions on use and disclosure and
are protected by intellectual property laws. Except as expressly permitted in your license
agreement or allowed by law, you may not, in any form, or by any means, use, copy,
reproduce, translate, broadcast, modify, license, transmit, distribute, exhibit, perform, publish,
or display any part of the software. Reverse engineering, disassembly, decompilation of, or the
creation of derivative work(s) from, the software is strictly prohibited. Additionally, this
document may contain descriptions of software modules that are optional and for which you
may not have purchased a license. As a result, your specific software solution and/or
implementation may differ from those described in this document.
U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS: Apttus software, including any operating system(s),
integrated software, any programs installed on the hardware, and/or documentation, delivered
to U.S. Government end users are “commercial computer software” pursuant to the applicable
Federal Acquisition Regulation and agency-specific supplemental regulations. As such, use,
duplication, disclosure, modification, and adaptation of the programs, including any operating
system, integrated software, any programs installed on the hardware, and/or documentation,
shall be subject to license terms and license restrictions applicable to the programs. No other
rights are granted to the U.S. Government.
Neither the software nor the documentation were developed or intended for use in any
inherently dangerous applications, including applications that may create a risk of personal
injury. If you use this software or hardware in dangerous applications, then you shall be
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responsible to take all appropriate fail-safe, backup, redundancy, and other measures to
ensure its safe use. Apttus and its affiliates disclaim any liability for any damages caused by
use of this software or hardware in dangerous applications.
Apttus and X-Author are registered trademarks of Apttus and/or its affiliates.
The documentation and/or software may provide links to Web sites and access to content,
products, and services from third parties. Apttus is not responsible for the availability of, or any
content provided by third parties. You bear all risks associated with the use of such content. If
you choose to purchase any products or services from a third party, the relationship is directly
between you and the third party. Apttus is not responsible for: (a) the quality of third-party
products or services; or (b) fulfilling any of the terms of the agreement with the third party,
including delivery of products or services and warranty obligations related to purchased
products or services. Apttus is not responsible for any loss or damage of any sort that you may
incur from dealing with any third party.
For additional resources and support, please visit https://apttusportal.force.com/community.
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